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1 Virtual Computer Science studies
In Finland, the Ministry of Education is funding a three-year project to establish the Virtual
University of Finland, during years 2001-2003. One of the particular goals in the project is
to develop new methods for science education. The three universities in eastern Finland,
University of Joensuu, University of Kuopio, and Lappeenranta University of Technology,
work jointly in the virtual university project. One of the concrete objectives is to create
a web-based learning environment in introductory Computer Science, intended for high
schools students. From the research perspective of educational technology and Computer
Science education, this task is particularly challenging. We have aimed at designing a solid
model for building the environment.

The project is called "virtual certificate", indicating that high school students can take 15
credits of Computer Science studies in one and a half year via the Internet [6]. In the
Finnish system, each credit equals 40 hours of studying; 160 credits are required for the
Master’s degree. Thus, after passing all the 15 credits of the program a student has the first
year Computer Science studies completed. Moreover, is the student passes the program
with grade 2/3, she is free to enter the university as a Computer Science major. Almost
all teaching is done via Internet because the students come from all around the district of
North Karelia. We have minimized the need for face-to-face teaching situations so that the
students do not have to waste their time and money by travelling from their home to the
university.

The most important part of our project is to give students good programming skills. Hence,
our emphasis is to make the learning of programming as smooth as possible. One important
part of the studies are tutor-teachers in the high schools and on-line tutors in the university.
For example in the programming courses these tutors can give very valuable contribution to
the learning process. Most of the courses, including programming courses, have a similar
structure: students have material to work with, they do weekly assignments, and their
learning outcomes are evaluated by an exam. However, we have tried to add flavors to
studies by employing a few other teaching methods:

– Group activities. A few courses will be implemented so that students work in small
groups. We hope that this encourages students to work collaboratively and brings
about interaction into the learning process.

– Learning by writing. Students compose an essay on a certain subject. This is hopefully
done in cooperation with local newspapers: the students will be reporting on what they
learn.

– Netbus consulting. An Internet-connected bus will visit each school for a few hours. A
Question & Answer session will be organized, as well as individual consulting.
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– Days at campus. To make the students experience themselves as members of the
academic community they are invited to the campus on four days during their studies.

– Camp at campus. The theoretical course on algorithm will be arranged at campus, as a
one-week intensive period.

2 Description of introductory programming courses

In general the basic structure of introductory programming course is similar to the other
courses. We chose Java as our teaching language because the graphical java-applets pro-
vide more interesting and exciting ways to learn programming than standard text based
programming languages. Basically, our method of teaching programming is very simple.
The students’ have got a learning material and weekly assignments to work with and the
students own contribution to the learning process is essential. The student must have 1/3
of the assignments completed if she wants to take part in the exam. Furthermore by doing
extra exercises she can achieve bonus points for the exam. The weekly assignments pur-
pose is to make students understand the basic and most important aspects of introductory
programming. We think that learning by doing [4] is the most efficient way to understand
deeply about the programming principles. In the following chapters we will describe more
deeply about our methods for teaching the introductory programming.

2.1 Learning material

One major design principle is to join together the printed learning material, i.e., textbooks,
and the material on the web. The textbook gives a detailed knowledge of the domain to
the students while web materials support the learning process. Web-material provides
overview of the programming domain and many programming examples to support the
textbook material in a meaningful way. With the web-material the student can easily figure
out the different concepts and their relationships in the course. We hope that in this way the
web-material will provide a specific mental map of the programming concepts. Moreover
the web-material divides the domain in logical parts so the students can concentrate on
certain subject at once. Hence, all together one programming course consists of smaller
units and in every unit there are exercises to work with. By splitting the course into smaller
units we can control the learning process in a sophisticated way so that the knowledge flow
does not get too stressful. We are using the WebCT program as our learning environment
but all web-materials are designed to function independently.

When the web-material is providing all the crucial parts of the programming domain we
use the course books to give detailed information to the students. In this way we can
link the web-material and textbooks together so that the potential of these two media
is efficiently used to support the learning process. We can be quite sure that academic
programming textbooks give accurate and deep knowledge about the subjects in hand. In
the web-material, we can concentrate on providing examples, pictures, animations etc. to
support the learning process in multiple ways. In this way we can focus our attention to
enrich the learning process and we do not have to write all detailed Java programming
issues ourselves.
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2.2 Tutor-teachers

Another crucial aspect of our teaching strategy is a tutor-teachers. These teachers work at
local high schools and their main contribution to the project is to work as mental support
for the students. Because the tutors are not necessarily computer science professional they
are not capable of teaching programming for the youngsters. We rely on that tutors can
contribute by providing the pedagogical know-how to the students use. For this reason the
tutor can choose the working methods and timetables during the courses by her self. There
are few minor obligations for the tutor but mainly she can organize the activities in schools
rather freely.

2.3 On-line tutors

Because the high school teachers lack computer science knowledge, on-line tutoring sys-
tem had to be set up. On-line tutors work at the university and their main obligation is to
go through the students’ answers to the weekly assignments. After the assessment on-line
tutor gives a feedback to the students. In the feedback tutor can tell all the good or bad
parts of the answers. We hope that this way the on-line tutor can give crucial hints and
instructions to the students about the things she should concentrate on during the next as-
signments. When all the assignments have been assessed and the feedback has been given
the tutor at the university will release the model solutions of the assignments.

After the ”correct” answers have been released we hope that students look up the solutions
and compare them to their own answers. In this way (with model answers and feedback)
the students can reflect about the good and bad aspects of his solution to the problem in
hand [9]. We have made it clear that the model solutions are just one way to solve the
given problem. All that really matters is that the answer solves the problem appropriately.
In some cases we have directly used the students’ answers as a model answer. We hope
that this encourages the students to really concentrate on finding the solutions to the given
problems.

Another important task of an on-line tutor is to give instant help for those students who
need it. Students can use e-mail or bulletin board messages to contact the tutor. In the
project our aim is to answer the questions as quickly as possible so that the upcoming
problems do not disturb the learning process. After the course the on-line tutor corrects
the exams and gives marks. We feel that she has got a pretty good idea about the student’s
level of understanding about the subject covered during the course.

3 What have we learned about teaching programming over the net

For us the development of the distance education studies has been fairly new experience.
We knew that the programming part of our studies could be difficult one. In some cases we
have managed well and the students’ opinions have been mainly positive. The assignments
and learning materials have inspired the students to work hard with their studies. This can
be seen in the students’ answers to the exercises, which in many cases have been high
quality. In fact one of the first big surprises was the fact that the majority of students
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accomplished over 70 % of all assignments. Under the normal circumstances university
students’ first aim is to get 1/3 of the exercises done so they can participate in the exam.

We assumed that the same thing was going to happen with our students. In some cases we
had to tell them to slow down with the assignments because the students were complaining
about the amount of assignments per week. We pointed out that there was no need for them
to accomplish all of the assignments. We think the reason for the amount of completed
assignments derives from the high school’s learning culture. Often all the work at high
school is compulsory to the students and learning is measured for example by the amount
of exercises completed. So students do not work with their assignments in order to learn.
They do the assignments to prove that they are capable to keep up with the studies.

An other quite disturbing discovery was the fact that students had in some cases over
35 hours of high school studies per week. By taking our courses the students’ workload
became far too heavy. For some students this lead to situation where they had to quit our
studies. They simply did not have any time to concentrate in a fairly complicated domain
like programming. At the same time in some schools the tutor-teachers resources were
too low so the students did not get the necessary support during the critical periods of
the courses. Still there has been a group of students, altogether about 40, who have been
capable of handling their high school studies and our studies successfully.

4 How to intensify the learning outcomes?

During the ”virtual certificate”-project it has been clear that out method of teaching pro-
gramming is not effective for all kind of learners. To make the learning process as efficient
as possible we are planning use the following methods: interactive visual tools, adaptive
learning materials and intensive collaboration.

4.1 Visual tools

Visualization has long been an important pedagogical tool in CS education. The use of
the web and interactive animations provide opportunities to expand the availability of
visualization-based teaching and learning tools. We have been experimenting BlueJ, Jeliot
and Excel, which provide activating learning tools.

BlueJ is a visual programming environment designed to teach object-oriented program-
ming using Java as the implementation language [8]. BlueJ is based on the Blue system.
Blue is an integrated teaching environment and language, developed at Sydney Univer-
sity and Monash University, Australia. BlueJ helps students to develop understanding of
object-oriented concepts such as objects and classes, message passing, method invoca-
tion and parameter passing. The aim is to concentrate on solving programming problems
without becoming distracted by the mechanics of compiling, executing and testing Java
programs. The editor is language sensitive and assists with debugging. BlueJ can be down-
loaded at [2].

Jeliot 2000 is a program animation system intended for teaching computer science espe-
cially to high school students [1]. The emphasis is on program animation that demonstrates
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the execution of input-output, assignment, selection and loop statements. Jeliot 2000 is
implemented in Java using version 1.2.2 of the SDK. Jeliot 2000 is complete in that it ani-
mates all the constructs of programs it accepts, but the current implementation is limited
in the language constructs that it supports. Jeliot 2000 is available at [7].

We have also been studying how to prepare animations of simple algorithms with Mi-
crosoft Excel spreadsheet program. Excel offers a light, adaptive and inspiring platform
for creating visualizations of various needs in CS [10]. A teacher can prepare visualiza-
tions for teaching or visualizations can be student assignments. Two standard features
of Excel, i.e. data visualization and macro programming with VBA provide together an
easy-to-use environment to animate algorithms. See the Excel page at [5].

In the Excel environment the user starts from a rough idea and he approaches step-by-
step a satisfactory solution with the help of the feedback of the system by adjusting and
improving the visualization. It has been turned out [10] that Excel provides the students
with an easy entrance into the world of algorithms. The students start by simple programs
or concepts and visualize them with Excel. After this they can compile more complicated
algorithms and animate them with more advanced systems like Jeliot. Jeliot and Excel have
been succesfully experimented in computer science courses in the University of Helsinki.

4.2 Adaptive learning material

During the two programming courses we noticed some difficulties in students‘ learning
process. Especially during the first programming course we noticed that our learning ma-
terial was not sufficient for the different learners‘ needs. Students complained that the
learning material was focused on wrong things. For us it was important to offer students a
smooth start. And that was the reason why we concentrated apparently too much in the
easy part of course to get the things going on. We thought that if the beginning went well
we could speed up the pace. In some cases this lead to the situation where some parts of
the programming, for example while-loops, were not understood correctly. Maybe the easy
start blinded some student to believe that our studies were not so demanding and compli-
cated. The exam at the end of the course showed this very clearly. There were students who
managed very well, but there were also students whose performance was fairly poor. In the
next year we are going emphasize more on those aspects of the course which appeared to
be difficult to the students.

One rather clear absence in our model of teaching is the fact that our web-based learning
environment does not pay attention to the needs of different students. For example the
learning materials and exercises are same to all students. In this situation it is difficult to
come up with learning materials and exercises some are suitable for the use of all kind
of students. It was very clear that certain assignments were too difficult for some students
and at the same time other students found them to be too easy and they got frustrated.
This leads to one clear conclusion; we have to provide different materials and exercises
to different kind of students. One can say that the learning environment should be adaptive
to the needs of different students’ [3].
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4.3 Collaboration

Modern learning theories emphasize the value of a discussion and collaboration in the
learning process [11]. We have found that discussing about programming concepts in
the normal bulletin board format is almost impossible. In normal face-to-face learning
situation it is easy to point out the different parts of the code. But it is not a trivial task
to specify the problem solely in writing format. When the code gets longer the difficulties
are even more obvious. We are sure that a collaboration tool for teaching programming
should provide means to present or point out the parts of the program witch are under the
discussion. When we think further the next step would be environment where students can
write and compile programs together. At the same time they can discuss or point out about
the most important aspects of the code in hand.

5 Discussion

The purpose of this paper is to shortly describe our experiences on delivering the introduc-
tory programming studies over the net. Our project is going on strongly and right now we
are planning the next phase, which will start at the autumn 2001. We are aware that out
method of teaching the programming needs to be improved in certain issues. On the other
hand we believe that our general principle of delivering the studies is working rather well.
There are some crucial issues to deal with but our intention is to enchance implementation
of the studies as described in previous chapter.

During the project a few rather interesting subjects for the future research has arisen. One
interesting discovery is that our students are eager in giving frank feedback about all aspect
of the project. Because the feedback has been mainly pertinent we have been able to change
certain thing in the project. For example the time limits of the weekly assignments have
been modified according to the opinions of our students. We feel that this kind of chat-like
intensive feedback can work as design help for the development and implementation of the
distance education projects. Another interesting subject is how to combine the face-to-face
learning situations with the distance education as efficient as possible. In future, the need
for maximizing the balance between face-to-face education and distance education will be
at the great interest of the business and academic communities.
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